
WHAT YOU GET

Full visibility over all enterprise 
information, with auto-classification 

and dashboards to help you control and 
unlock the hidden value of your data

Always-on compliance and privacy by 
design, powered by dynamic indexing 

that adapts with your data landscape

Advanced pattern-matching alerts you  
to problem areas and behaviours so you  

can take action to avoid data breach

aiimi.com

THE AIIMI INSIGHT ENGINE

Data privacy and compliance 
for the interconnected enterprise
Protecting information and ensuring compliance is a difficult and complex task. 50% of enterprise 
information is ‘dark’, and it’s those hidden, forgotten-about places that are often the riskiest.

Aiimi’s Data Privacy & Compliance solution stays on high alert and enables  
you to meet the challenges of a changing privacy and compliance  
landscape, with automated DSAR responses, always-on auditing,  
multi-dimensional risk-profiling, and remedial actions.

Audit
Discover, audit, and protect 
sensitive and personal data 
that exists in your information 
assets, including PII, PCI and 
Intellectual Property

Take action
Delivers actionable insights, 
anticipating and alerting you to  
risks and giving you the tools to  
take mitigating action

Control
Always-on compliance powers  
fast, accurate, automated  
processes, including DSARs

POWERED BY 
THE AIIMI INSIGHT ENGINE

HOW TO USE IT

See how our Data Privacy & 
Compliance solution can help 
you stay one step ahead, in full 
control of your information.

Scan the QR code to  
find out more.

Take remedial actions to move, delete, 
quarantine or change permissions, 

empowering your business data owners  
to better manage information

Multi-dimensional risk-profiling  
helps you prioritise and resolve the biggest 

threats, with configurable factors based 
on number of data subjects, amount of 

personal data, visibility, and activity spikes

Data discovery and redaction 
technologies automate compliance,  

so teams can respond quickly and 
accurately to DSARs and easily  

meet case management needs.

https://www.facebook.com/AiimiLtd/
https://twitter.com/aiimiltd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aiimi/mycompany/
https://www.instagram.com/aiimi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCneq7jsJZ7Ef9YBx84_I4NA
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